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Black Mirror
Series 6 (2023)

'Joan is Awful'

1. What is the name of the streaming-app that retells the events of Joan's life?

2. Which actress play's 'Joan' in the streaming-app series retelling Joan's life?

3. To rebel against the streaming series, what act does Joan decide to go through with in a church,
knowing that it would be retold on the show?

4. What happens to reality when Joan destroys the quantum computer?

5. What is revealed to be the occupation of the real Joan?

'Loch Henry'

6. What is the name of the notorious serial killer who tortured tourists?

7. Before Pia convinces Davis to change their film to a documentary about the serial killer, what food
item did they initially have plans to make a documentary about?

8. Videoed evidence of the serial killings was found on VHS videos tapes that were labelled with the
name of which popular TV Crime Series?

9. After watching videos for information, Pia discovers that the notorious serial killer was in fact just
the accomplice to the real killers, revealed to be who?

10. What happens to Pia whilst crossing a river on her attempts to escape the real serial killer?

11. After Davis’s mother Janet, leaves video evidence out for Davis to find, what does she do next?

12. Sometime later, Davis’s documentary wins a BAFTA but has left Davis traumatised. Alone in his hotel
room, he read's the note that his mother left for him with the video evidence. What does the note
say?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Streamberry
2. Salma Hayek
3. Defecates in the church
4. Returns to normal
5. Coffee Shop Owner
6. Iain Adair

7. Eggs
8. Bergerac
9. Davis’s parents
10. She suffers a fatal fall
11. commits suicide
12. For your film. Mum
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